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Abstract
The Microelectronics and Photonics Testbed (MPTB) carrying twenty-four eperiments on-board a scientific
satellite is in a high radiation orbit since Movernber 1997. This paper presents flight results of two of these
experiments programmed to emulate an Artfeial Neural Network devoted to texture analysis.

Extended summary
The last five yew, we have cumulmed a significant amount of experunental. results on the behavior of ANN
digital implanentations under adiation [1-3].'Tbe conchisions of these works can be sumniarized as follows:
hardware ANN emulations present a significant fault tolerance of bitflips asing on the network inputs and
parameters �weights ad ursholds). Drawing general figures for this fault tolerance is not sraightforward
becauie it depends on the used hdware and the evaltuited ANN application. Nevertheless, fimm these
experiments it can be stated that a significant percentage ofbitflips, ranging between 50 % and 95 %, arising

on the memory rea where relevant data is stored, is tolerated.

The goal of this paper is to illustrate ft fault tolerance by means of flight results telemetred from an on-
board satellite experiment presently in orbit the Microelectronics and Photonics Testbed (MPTB) project,
which offers the possibility to emulate ANNs, to analyze the reliability of an ANN devoted satellite image

analysis.

Microelectronics and Photonics Testbed NOT131 is a space experiment designed by Naval Research
Laboratories (N.R.L. Washington) to sdy the effects of radiation on a variety of microelectronic and
photonic devices and circuits 4]. MPTB monitors 24 experimental boards dispatched on 3 panels and relays
,h.- status of each board continuously. Included is information on the radiation environment and the
temperature. MPTB!s orbit is highly elliptical, extending frorn near geosynchronous attitude, where the
radiation environment is dominated by cosmic rays, to below the radiation belts in which there is a large flux
of protons and electrons. Such a highly elliptical orbit is ideal for a space radiation experiment such as
1%4PTB.
The specific goals of MPTB are to:
• Improve the prediction accuracy of radiation-induced performance degradation

Dvelop a data base of ground tests and space data
Pmote insertion of new technologies into space systems

Two of the experiments on board MPTB are devoted to the study of the operation under radiation of ANNs
hardware eulations. These experiments. so-called MPTB <(neural boards -,), were designed by TIMA
Laboratory in collaboration wh CNES (French Space Agency) and CEA French Atomic Agency). Fig. I
gives the ain features of the neural board architectures. They are organized around a Transputer (RISC
microprocessor from PNOS/SGS-Thomson with parallelism capabilities) with the possibility of using a
dedicated neural coprocessor (the L-Neuro LTN chip from Philips). he T225 is the main core of the board,
having in charge all the operations related with data transfer to/from the satellite and the implementation of
DUTs test strategies. The very little number of T225 internal registers gives it potential SEU robustness (5] It
executes a program which mimics the network structure, preparing data needed to compute the state of each
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neuron. Mese twin boards are alled below A neural board (the one with neural coprocessor) and B-neural
board (the one without).

The weighted sum calculations, needed to evaluate the neuron responses 6], are performed either by the
Transputer of by the L-Neuro 1.0 coprocessor. In the last case the internal RAM is loaded with the necessary
data weights, thresholds) and its internal registers are with the state of the input neurons. In that way, the
calculation of output states of neuron sets (up to 64) can be completed without reloading the internal memory.
The ain SEU-sensirive area being the memory portions where network program, parameters or inputs are
stored.

We considered the problem of distinguishing between four textures (Industrial Area, Residential Aa,
Scrubland and Sea) within SPOT satellite images (Fig. 2.-a). The esulting neural network is a partially
connected Multiple Layered Percepti-on composed of an input layer followed by four layers of neural neurons
grouped in bidimensional structures; detailed information about this network can be found in [3].The whole
S130T image 6,000 x 6000 pixels in grayscale) is obtained by strips of 24 pixels high. ach of them feeds the
neural network by portions of 24 x 24 pixels. ne studied network on-board MPTB (fig. 2-b) has been trained
with the Back-Propagation algMthm on a training set of 10,000 input iages. The generalization phase
(processing of I 0,000 new pictures with the resulting network) was successfW in 78% with integer weights.
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Flight Results

'Xe briefly present flight results of the Artificial Neural Network for texture analysis running on A & B neural
--aids on-board MPTB. The information collected by telemetry up to now is shown to put in evidence thc

with respect to SEUs of ANN's

Duration of the experiments
a:J A Crom March the 2-t!1 109� to December dit 20th 1998.

'I da vs 2 hours 55 min 51 sec.
3oard from Novcrnbei ihz- 'vth 1997 to December �e 2th 1998.

Board effective run tune 203 days 6 hours I I min 29 sec.

To avoid too SEUs cumulated in the memory, an automatic refresh is done every day by a power off-on of
-he two boards. About the birflips occurred in the ANN parameters, it can be said 79 of them occurred on
board A while 147 arose on board B. This correspond to an average of 0.56 upset/day and 0-72 upsct'dav
respectively. This correspond, for instance. of 3n upset rate of 0.09 upset/day/]KB Page. Concerning bitlin'
.urilul:ition or, the memorY, we nonce 3 maximum of 5 (resp. 7) for board A (resp. B).
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'Me effects of bitflips on neural boards were analyzed by comparing the obtained ANN response of the four
output =N= to the expected one. During the whole mission time analyzed, only a few times the output
were faulty as the result of radiation effects: 7 times for board A, 15 times for board B. but fiulheT analysis of
telmetred data is needed to accurately determine these numbers. It is important to note that the ANN
perforniances of boards A and B were affected in different ways by bitflips: the recognition rate never
dropped under 60% (resp. 35%), the maximum drop 35%) occurred when a bitflip affected the T225
processor. Also it should be noticed that some bitflips resulted in the improvement of recognition rate (up to
80%).
Tbe robustness of the on board ANNs are respectively of 92% 7 times for 79 upsets) for board A and 901/6
for board B. But 2 facts contribute to the ponderation of these results, in one hand not all of die ANN
parameters ae effectively used for the network emulation(owing to the L-Neuro data organization, large aea
of ANN parameter memory area are occupied with non relevant data) in the other hand bitflips in the T225
during the neural network eulation are not taken into account.

In the final paper error rate predictions derived from extensiv gound tests will be compared to actual error
rates issued fom telernetred light data. Neural experiments are reprogrammable from ground by telecommand
appropriate data and opcode sequence. An improved ANN for the same texture analysis application is
presently ready to be telecommanded. Preliminary results of these new ANN in orbit will be discussed in the
final presentation.
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